
 

Computer-designed protein triggers self-
destruction of Epstein-Barr-infected cancer
cells
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A small chunk of protein (red) bound to the Epstein-Barr virus target protein
(gray) was extended to make a much longer protein, left, and then designed to
have a rigid folded structure, right, for tight and specific interactions with the
target. Credit: University of Washington
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A protein molecule, "BINDI," has been built to trigger self-destruction
of cancer cells infected with the Epstein-Barr virus.

Numerous cancers are linked to the Epstein-Barr virus, which can
disrupt the body's weeding of old, abnormal, infected and damaged cells.

The Epstein-Barr virus persists for a long time after a bout with
mononucleosis or other diseases for which it is responsible. It survives
by preventing cells from disintegrating to kill themselves and their
invaders. The virus' interference with cell population control may
contribute to cancerous overgrowth.

In a June 19 report in the scientific journal Cell, researchers describe
how they computer-designed, engineered and tested a protein that
overrides the virus' interference. BINDI, they discovered, can prompt
Epstein-Barr-infected cancer cell lines to shrivel, disassemble their
components and burst into small pieces.

The BINDI protein was created at the UW Institute for Protein Design.
(BINDI is an acronym for BHRF1-INhibiting Design acting
Intracellularly.)

Lead authors of the paper are Erik Procko of the Department of
Biochemistry and Geoffrey Y. Berguig of the Department of
Bioengineering, both at the University of Washington. They collaborated
with scientists and clinicians at the UW, Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center, Seattle Cancer Care Alliance and Scripps Research
Institute.

The research team also tested the protein in a laboratory model of
Epstein-Barr virus-positive lymphoma. Lymphoma is a type of cancer
that can affect the lymph nodes, spleen, bone marrow, blood and other
areas of the body. The researchers grafted lymphoma tissue onto mice as
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a living system to evaluate BINDI's therapeutic properties.

The scientists delivered the protein into cancer cells via an antibody-
targeted nanocarrier newly designed to deliver protein cargo to
intracellular cancer targets. BINDI behaved as ordered: It suppressed
tumor growth and enabled the mice to live longer.

"We are especially interested in designing proteins that selectively kill
targeted cells," the researchers noted, "because they may provide
advantages over current compounds that are toxic to other cells."

The work also demonstrates the potential to develop new classes of
intracellular protein drugs, as current protein therapeutics are limited to
extracellular targets.

BINDI was designed to recognize and attach itself to an Epstein-Barr
virus protein called BHRF1, and to ignore similar proteins. BHRF1
keeps cancer cells alive, but when bound to BINDI, it can no longer fend
off cell death.

By examining the crystal structure of BINDI, the scientists saw that it
nearly matched their computationally designed architecture for the 
protein molecule.

"This close agreement between the protein model and the actual
structure highlights the success in which designer toxins can be
developed," the researchers said.
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